The Connected World is the premier mapping and visualization platform from Connected2Fiber. This SaaS platform enables the comprehensive and interactive visualization of network assets which can be effortlessly updated, analyzed, tracked and shared. In addition, the Connected World gives a visual of up-to-date market data to enable you to make informed and empowered decisions about market expansion opportunities.

**Network Visualization**
Designed for today’s network operator to visualize their network assets - fiber routes and buildings - at all times.

**Internal Transparency**
Share transparently with all employees with an overview of the routes and buildings you service.

**Dynamic Data**
Stop utilizing static KMZ files and start using real-time analytics and information to fuel your sales and operations decisions.

**Market Snapshot**
Gain a market perspective with trends in geography, clustering of targets and activity from proxy external indicators.

**Extended Sales Force**
Extend the Connected World to your clients at no additional cost, allowing them to view your network and product availability.

**Modular Design**
Tailor the Connected World to your team and goals by enabling just the modules you need.

Call or visit our website, and schedule a custom demo to see how the Connected World will change the way you do business.